SEG has launched its first part-time diploma on 15 October 2012. The diploma, which is modelled after the Diploma in Industrial and Operations Management (DIOM), is called Part-time Diploma in Engineering (Operations & Engineering Management). The part-time diploma aims to help working adults upgrade their knowledge and move up the career ladder into a junior management role.

The first intake saw an enrolment of 23 students who come from varied industries such as electronics, food manufacturing, defence and statutory boards. We welcome them and wish them a fruitful time in learning in RP!
The Silver Productivity Programme (a RP-SMF) collaboration kicked off in June 2012. Participants from 4 companies across varied industries attended the programme which is aimed at improving workplace productivity using Human Factors Approach. The objective of the two-day workshop is to understand the principles and methods of Human Factors Engineering and apply human factors considerations to enhance silver productivity in the workplace.